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Connectionism 
-an 
interdisciplinary approach that draws heaüly from
hard science- promises to be the new paradigm shift for linguistics and
psychology, and has important implications for both composition studies
and the teaching of writing. The models are innovative primarily because
-in a manner extendable to neurobiological reality- they process in aparallel rather than a serial manner and address subsymbolic rather than
symbolic representations. As neuroscientific knowledge expands, such mod-
els may be amended and developed to mirror learning of all types. Even at
their current level of development, they proüde several important insights
into the nature of cognition. This investigation uses connectionist assump-
tions as analytical tools to explain much about past theoretical frameworks
in written composition, and 
-more 
significantly- to suggest some impor-
tant considerations for writing pedagogy.
As a result of technological breakthroughs that have revolutionized neurobiol-
ogy, and in consequent anticipation of rapid developments in the under-
standing of cognition, neuroscientists are referring to the 1990s as "The
Decade of the Brain" (Shepherd 1994). Because of developing knowledge
and technology, they expect a "new emphasis on combining information
from different levels of analysis into integrated models of brain function..."
(p. 5). One aspect of this development has been the abiliry of neuroscientists
to use positron emission tomography (PET) to analyze speech and language
tasks too long unstudied because of their complexity and a lack of corre-
sponding animal models (p. 498). As such neuroscientific understanding of
cognition 
-and specifically language- expands, the resultant knowledgemust necessarily have a major impact on related disciplines including compo-
sition studies. For example, current knowledge in neurobiology has already
dealt with the traditional debate over whether brain areas are geographically
specialized for local processing (modular) or whether information is pro-
cessed as different areas interact (multimodular). The widely accepted answer
for neuroscience is that both of the above apply: some processes occur within
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local circuitries but many cognitive tasks require interaction between different
brain areas. Further, much of the research, including the PET scan experi-
ments on language tasks, suggests that the interaction between modalities
"proceeds more by parallel pathways... than by the classical serial model"
(Petersen et al. 1988, cited in Shepherd 1994, p.684), thus lal,rng to rest
another traditional controversy. Even more important for those concerned
with writing and creatiüty, studies of brain damaged 
-and particularly splitbrain- patients have proüded solid eüdence that, while the left brain hemi-
sphere is "the language maven,'l it is the right brain hemisphere that "is
superior to its counterpart in expressing and appreciating emotions" (Restak
1994, p. 127). As a result, those who study language must expect major
theoretical rethinking and, indeed, according to some commentators, the
new paradigm shift for linguistics (Sampson 1987) and psychology (Schneider
1987) arrived almost a decade ago.
While this new paradigm in its interdisciplinary entirety is categorized as
cognitive science, the psychological and linguistic literature often uses the
umbrella term connectionism to encompass its computational rather than
neurological models. Admittedly, although these computational models are
extendable to neurological realiry, neuroscience feels that the '\,vealth of
insights" they are currently proüding only illustrate the ways "complex sys-
tems may process information" (Shepherd 1994, p. 10). A true understanding
of real brain processing must be based on neuroscientific observation and
experimentation. Nevertheless, existing connectionist models, particularly
those that address widely distributed rather than local networks, promise and
are already producing some intuitively sound principles that have made an
impact on fields as diverse as physics, philosophy, and neurolinguistics. The
question then arises: What relevance does connectionism have for the teach-
ing of writing?
A direct answer to this question is perhaps difficult for, as Sampson
(1987) pointed out, the consumers of the last linguistic paradigm shiftwere
language teachers and literary students turned linguists. Neither these nor
scholars of rhetoric are likely to greet or underStand the new paradigm with
enthusiasm since it is an outgrowth of information processing and artificial
intelligence models. Thus, even at its most basic, this new discipline comes
resplendent with such terms as connection weights, prototypical vectors, neural
networks, and parallel distributed processing. Further, an understanding of
the relationship between real brain function and the computational models
developed to mimic them might require at least a basic knowledge of brain
biology. Nevertheless, in light of the emerging body of knowledge about
human cognition, those who are truly interested in language use and acquisi-
tion may find valuable some acquaintance with connectionism's major philo-
sophical shift away from "atomic symbol structures as the basis of thought and
. . . logical operations on symbol structures as the mechanism of reasoning"
(Clark and Lutz 1992).
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Cnen¡<r¡nrsrrcs oF coNNECTIoNIST MoDELS
The basic assumption of most connectionist psychologists is that the brain
contains layers of receptive fields consisting of neurons that react to different
incoming stimuli. Thus, some ñelds respond to angle, some to line (vertical
or horizontal), others to tone, and so forth through the realm of experience.
Presentation of input arouses excitation in all potentially receptive neurons
(that is, "it rings bells" throughout the appropriate receptive field) until,
through a process of competition and inhibition, a particular configuration
of neuron activation wins out as 'best fit' for the incoming data. This "best
guess" can then be forwarded up or down to other layersr/levels in a hierar-
chical cognitive systsm. While debates have been ongoing among computa-
tional modelers as to whether systems are local or hierarchical, neuroscience
believes that
the neruous system is organized in terms of functional units... Ieach] defined as a structural
entitywith a specific function... formed at different levels of organiz.ation, from genes and
gene producs through synapses, microcircuits, dendrites, neurons, and local circuits, to
pathways and distributed systems. The nervous system is built of overlapping assemblies
and hierarchies of such units of increasing extent and complexity. (Shepherd 1994, p. 8)
Thus, this analysis will concentrate on those connectionist models that are
most highly compatible with neuroscientific assumptions about the hierarchi-
cal and distributed nature of the cognitive processing system.
The most widely cited connectionist model in the linguistic and psycho-
logical literature is the parallel distributed processing (PDP) model of Rumel-
hart, McClelland, and the PDP Research Group (1986a, 1986b). This model
addresses the "microstructure of cognition" by computing the weight of
connections between incoming stimuli (input) , experience or patterns al-
ready present (hidden units), and the resulting state of excitation and its
production (output) . In other words, this model üews cognitive processing as
an associational dynamic process governed primarily by the firing of neural
synapses; the strength (or'weight') of connections formed between neurons
as a result of this firing; and the patterns of excitation set up and reinforced
as patterns are repeated, similarities recognized, and new information inter-
preted or amended according to existing expectations.
One extremely important concept contained in the model is the abiliry
to complete familiar patterns that are missing some elements (Rumelhart et
al., 1986a). Such an abiliry obüously accounts for both the human tendency
to convert nonwords into words, complete incomplete text as in Cloze
tests,/exercises, and to resolve lexical ambiguity based on context and world
knowledge. A corollary to simple pattern completion is "content addressabil-
ity," by which the human memory is able to correctly retrieve even extremely
complex patterns from only a partial cue (p. 26). Even beyond the ability to
fill in missing information, the human mind must also interpret totally new
stimuli and experiences, and must, therefore, have predictive powers based
on prior experience that allow mental modeling 
-or 
imagining- of possible
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outcomes. Much of the above processing skill, therefore, is necessarily based
on pattern matching or pattern approximation, with experience stored in
patterns of excitation 
-or 
templates- to be used and modified as necessary.
Further, the processor tends to look for measures of central tendency which
allow it to make sense of incoming data.
Another extremely powerful connectionist model is the highly mathe-
matical adaptive resonance theory of Stephen Grossberg (1987), which model
recognizes that real-time synchronous processing is required for distributive
spatial learning patterns to produce a self-organizing map whose adaptive
weights can both increase and decrease. (For a more detailed technical
discussion of the development of adaptive resonance models and their place
in connectionism, see Grossberg 1998). This model is more encompassing
than the PDP framework because it proüdes both a micro- and macrotheory
based on a set number of basic theorems with explanatory value for ways in
which information can be processed locally (within specific processing mod-
ules) and throughout a distributed network (between different processing
levels/circuis in a cognitive hierarchy). One psychologist has coined an apt
metaphor for adaptive resonance, that of a neurological aeolian harp over
which the wind of incoming information plays (Peter Killeen, personal com-
munication, March 25, 1996). As the wind touches the harp's elements, it sets
off übrations which resonate generating further vibrations among sympathet-
ic neighboring elements whose übrations in turn feed back and prolong the
übrations of the original element. Analogously, incoming stimuli set up
patterns of excitation among clusters of neurons, which can in turn produce
excitation in sympathetic groups of neurons in other receptive fields. The
interactions between source units and receiüng layers is nonlinear and com-
petitive<ooperative (Stone 1994), mirroring neuronal interactions in which
receptor sites are subject to both activating and inhibiting forces.
Grossberg and Stone (1987) emphasized the importance of recognizing
that experience or familiarization changes the organism's internal state.
Indeed, resonance theory is termed 'adaptive' because it recognizes the need
for a balancing mechanism when different brain areas 
-often primed fordifferent modalities- have to interact simultaneously with a wealth of incom-
ing stimuli. Two unique features of Grossberg's theoretical framework are
self-organization and 'masking fields'. Self-organization, a concept adapted
from theoretical biology and physics, refers to the organism's ability to "adapt
in real-time to enüronments whose rules can change unpredictably" (Gross-
berg and Stone 1987: 404). Obüously, this concept is crucial to human
interaction within a linguistic enüronment. The second concept, the 'mask-
ing field,' is a regulatory neural network that, through parallel competi-
tive/cooperative interactions üthin and between layers, can directly activate
correct chunks or groupings without any prior search actiüty. Such immedi-
ate and massively parallel interaction may form the basis of heuristic (rather
than algorithmic) cognition.
While the idea of aggregated (chunked) elements as individual units is
not new to cognitive psychology, the neuronally inspired architecture within
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which this dynamic process occurs is unique to connectionist models. In
adaptive resonance, the network develops because of "simple rules of neuron-
al development: random growth of connections along spatial gradients, activ-
ity dependent self-similar cell growth, and competition for conseryed synaptic
sites" (Cohen and Grossberg l9B7:457). Unlike Rumelhart and McClelland's
analysis of receptive fields in terms of levels equivalent to linguistic diüsions
(for example, phonemic levels), the more subsymbolic adaptive resonance
theory proposes generalized representation units (Grossberg 1987). Thus, in
the hierarchical processing system, levels of items' can be chunked into
higher 'sublists' that in turn can be chunked into 'lists,' all designed to be
retrieved with maximum processing economy. For example, selection fbr
larger chunks/sublists (such as words) can be amplified so preventing smaller
chunks (for example, indiüdual letters) from masking them. The fields also
allow for context-sensitive parsing of actiüty patterns, including expanding
patterns and internal pattern changes. Most important, some masking fields
"can anticipate, or predict, the larger groupings that may occur of which the
item forms a part" (Cohen and Grossberg 1987: 473).
In sum, three intrinsic strengths of the connectionist paradigm have
been identified by Stone (1994):
It reflects variation across experience... variation is not collapsed to give a generic cateq()ry
label... Processing of stimulus is intrinsically influeneed b1 the contextin which it occurs... and
connecti<rnist systems pickup [sic1 and reJl¿ct degrees of statistical regularit¡ in cxperience
through learning... which allows "rulelike" behavior. (p. a18)
Thus, the connectionist approach reemphazises the "perceptual fls¡" 
-6e¡-tinuous variations in the internal state of the system- rather than focusing
on symbolic concepts as did earlier cognitive science (Stone 1994) . To restate
simply, the paradigm is revolutionary because it views cognition as produced
through pattern processing, not symbol processins.
Tsronr,rrrxr AppLrcATIoNS FoR \ RlrrNG pEDAGoGy
At this point the question can again be posed: \Arhat are the implications of
connectionism for the teaching of writing? During the past two decades, the
teaching of writing on a university level in the United States has become more
and more the province of the developing field of composition and rhetoric.
Nystrand and his colleagues (1993), prominent scholars in this area, have
provided an excellent epistemological analysis of the development of compos-
ition studies in relation to academic needs and attitudes, and shifts in rhetor-
ical, linguistic, and cognitive theory, thus emphasizing the potential for new
paradigms to influence the study of writing. They proposed that the emergent
body of composition scholars, who research in broader intellectual domains
than traditional pedagogy, address the basic issues of "the nature and struc-
ture of composing processes, the context and course of writing development,
the indirect effect of readers on writing, and most important, the problem of
meaning in discourse" (p. 271). Specifically, they examined the formalist,
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constructiüst, social constructiüst, and dialogist schools of thought, pointine
out an aspect they feel atomistic approaches have ignored; namely, "impor-
tant connections between evolving trends... responding to and conditioning
the positions of those that come both before and after" (p. 271).In light of
these interdisciplinary interactions, application of connectionist precepts to
some of the questions raised and phenomena discussed can proüde a practi-
cal example of the usefulness of these assumptions for the evaluation of
writing pedagogy.
Besides the application of connectionist precepts to changing methods
in writing pedagogy, seven representational composition texts, spanning the
period of 1941 to the present (chronologically,Jones 1941; Warfel, Matthews
and Bushman 1949; Guth 1969; Brooks and Warren 1979; D'Angelo 1984;
Voss and Keene 1992; Axelrod and Cooper 1994 ) were examined to see how
practices have conformed over time to principles derived from theoretical
models. Approximate percentages of primary content were tabulated and
attention paid to the authors' primary purpose(s) and their professed aware-
ness of cognitive concerns. The examination suggested that, even though the
material covered is similar in content, major shifs do mirror the trends analyzed
by Nystrand et al. (1993). Moreover, attention in the discipline to cognitive
üeory has improved both pedagogical method and content organization in
ways that are compatible with emerging understanding of neurocognition.
The first major theoretical framework, formalism, was dominated by the
ideas of "features" considered inherent to ideal texts (Nystrand et al. 1993)
leading to a search within text of "a stable, singular, and universal core
meaning" that could be explicated in the same manner as a math problem
might be solved using "standardized reader response" (p. 276) . Such formal-
ism, influenced by the behaüorist precepts of the era, thus expressed iself
linguistically as "the conditioned response of language users to repeated and
highly patterned verbal stimuli" (p. 277). Obüously, from a connectionist
point of üew, the repeated presentation of highly and consistently patterned
stimuli could be expected to build protot)?es by increasing connection
strengths for such patterns. The result would be a higher likelihood for
decision-making competition to settle into equilibrium by accepting them as
ideal regularities. Thus, such methods artificially imposed a statistical regular-
ity that could indeed increase the potentiality of communal agreement on
standards.
Specifically, formalism subscribed to the following four precepts:
l. Language is composed of objective elements organized into fixed
systems.
2. The meaning of texts is encoded in "autonomous" texts themselves and
is explicit to the extent that writers spell things out.
3. Written texts are more explicit than oral utterances.
4. Texts are properly interpreted only when readers avoid inference about
the writer or the context in which the text was written. (Nystrand et al.
1993: 278)
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Again, the first idea of identifiable organization of elements lends itself to the
concept of templates; however, a major difference between a connectionist
and a formalist model would lie in the idea of "fixed" patterns or "fixed"
systems. Connectionism, rather, üews the system, and its components, in a
continual state of adaption to enüronmental stimuli which can at any time
reweight the excitation caused by input. That the texts might be considered
"autonomous" given that writers "spell things out" (according to the accepted
"standards") is a feature of the communal agreement and the resulting
similariry of recognition choices by the preprimed members of the formalist
community. The probability of reduced explicitness for oral utterances as
compared to text could be interpreted as a corollary of both processing
modularity and pattern dependence. Not only is it more likely that the
accepted standards be more fully presented in formal written language, but
when such patterns are presented orally, the speaker employs somewhat
different areas of the neuronal architecture than when processing written
symbols. For it should be clarified that, while current neuroscience üews the
brain as being distinctly multimodular, such multimodularity is a function of
the overlapping of motor, sensory, and linguistic elements needed for pro-
cessing, not the interaction of a geographic 'language' area with 'motor' or
úsensory' areas. Therefore, language processed orally would be inextricably
linked to the motor functions needed for oral processing and auditory
sensing, while language processed üsually and silently would produce excita-
tion in different cortical sections. Contributing to the pattern dependence is
the statistical likelihood that pattern recognition of previously stored tem-
plates would be facilitated when alternate choices/competing expectations in
the feedback loop were kept to a minimum. Thus, formalism attempted to
reduce "noise" and facilitate communal agreement on best choices.
Not surprisingly, the earlier texts (fones 1941, Warfel et al. 1949) are
highly product-oriented and focus heaüly on error correction 
-from a connec-tionist viewpoint, the encoding of correct prototypical patterns. Of the two,
theJones text (1941) attempts a more cognitive approach with a progression
from simple rhetorical task through error correction to advanced rhetorical
task; however, the organization is rather perplexing as it intersperses sections
on thinking habits (such as fidgetiness) , separate sections on logic, reasoning,
and "How the Mind Falls into Error," unrelated (and noncontiguous) sec-
tions on "Thinking with the Emotions" and "The Human, Subjective Element
in Writing," and writing products as varied as short story, business letter, and
social notes. Such a mix hardly proüdes cogent patterns for a pattern-orient-
ed processor. After the introduction of elementary rhetorical tasks from
paragraphs to short papers (14%), the handbook (337o) does at least limit
content to the most common errors in college themes. The remaining 53Vo
addresses more advanced rhetorical tasks of both narrative and expository
types, with a professed goal of attacking "twin primary faults, thinness and
formlcssness" ([emphasis added] p. v). Rhetorical exercises include reading
aloud (the value of which is questionable because of the modality shift), using
probes for self-criticism, examination of emotional appeal, playing deül's
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advocate, and practice writing assignments, of which the four latter should
have metacognitive value. Grammar sections, however, are followed by pull-
out pages that handle little full text correction but rather require answers of
a Yes/No, Cloze, or correct word/mark type. Such exercises play only on
simple pattern recognition tasks or minimal pattern completions, thus falling
far short of facilitating correct production. Vocalization of corrections is also
often required as is copying of correct elements. As a broad subsequent body
of research in learning theory has shown, both copying and vocalization are
ineffective encoding strategies. From a connectionist üewpoint, such failure
may well stem from the different modalities /brain area interactions involved,
most particularly because coplng has been shown to be a function of the
right hemisphere not the left (Restak 1994). Specifically, the pattern connec-
tions strengthened in the copying e¡ercise demand very basic üsual recogni-
tion and motor reproduction processes that make no demands on the higher
cognitive functions needed to analyze pattern regularities and encode them
as protot,?es. A wide body of neurological research has shown that cognitive
functioning fans outward in an increasingly more complex distribution from
the primitive original midbrain to the highly developed cerebral cortex.
Whereas the more primitive functions tend to be more localized, more
complex cognitive tasks demand greater interaction across the distributed
network and more conscious attention to processing. (For an excellent sum-
mary of the major neurological findings to date, see Deacon 199?.) Thus, it
should be clearly understood that even though the brain is without doubt a
highly distributed network with the capacity for parallel processing, it is a
hierarchical system within whose layers the extent of localization or interac-
tion with other brain areas differs according to the complexity of processing
demands.
The highly rule-focused Warfel et al. text, following a short overview of
specific college uses of English, devotes the second section (47Vo of content)
to a copious coverage of the rules and conventions of usage in English, thus
focusing heaüly on template encoding. The remaining section (41%) covers
composition as used in newspapers, magazines, and books: process 
-includ-ing six principles of composition and eight methods of developing the topic
sentence; the four forms of discourse; library use and research; the narrative,
descriptive, and argumentative modes; and writing products 
-includingeditorials, character sketches, and feature articles. Exercises consist of using
analytic probes for sample themes or text readings, topic suggestions and
writing assignments, and mpiad grammar tasks such as recasting, correcting,
underlining, evaluating, and explaining function. The grammar tasks, par-
ticularly, are highly formulaic and minimally productive; despite the motor
involvement, such practice, again, rnay involve processing interac-
tions,/modularities other than those involved in grammar application while
writing. Also, as the student's existing grammar patterns are deeply embed-
ded in meaning, superficial practice is unlikely to alter the associations to a
point where the amended version will be selected for as best fit. Also, proü-
sion of topic ideas (rather than invention prompts), while acting as a cue to
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retrieval of stored patterns, may stifle creative potential currently suspected to
result from a high level of interaction between brain hemispheres (Restak
1994) rather than facilitating selection from among choices as would occur
from more open-ended heuristics.
The move to a more cognitive approach to human thought necessarily
generated a more constructivist interpretation of the act of writing which
urged less focus on codified strategies and greater attention to the "rhetorical
considerations" inherent in the writing process. This process "entails making
choices and decisions about a given rhetorical problem, audience, and possi-
ble constraints . . ." (Nystrand et al. 1993: 278),arrd so inherently addresses
the need for self-organization and predictive power. Further, Emig (1971)
specifically used a computer analogy to criticize formalist tenets by suggesting
that, as taught in the American system, they were "algorithmic" (p. 52). Thus,
this shift to a more cognitive analysis is analogous to a shift in emphasis from
the repetition and strengthening of prototypical pattern connections to the
cooperative-competitive dynamics by which a selection is made from among
several potentialities. Also of interest for a connectionist interpretation is the
observation by Emig that "processes of writing do not proceed in a linear
sequence rather, they are recursive" ( [emphasis added] Emig 1981: 26). Non-
linearity is an inherent feature of distributed adaptive models. (Admittedly,
neural networks are restricted in the limit to which they recognize recursive
generalization; however, so is the human mind [Fetzer 1992] ).
Another important development, subsequent to the work of Emig, was
the work of Flower and Hayes (l98l) whose challenge against traditionalism
Nystrand. et al. paraphrased as follows: "In structuralist terms [writing] wás
described as the writer's translation of an underlyng, hierarchical\ organized
cognitive representation into text" ( [emphasis added] p. 28l). The intermo-
dal and adaptive ideas taken from Flower and Hayes are seminal to connec-
tionist interpretation:
Readers and writers do not simply "find" meaning, [Flower and Hayes] argued; rather, they
"construct" it by organizing, selecting, and connecting information in terms of mental
structures. Nor is the resulting mental representation necessarily linguistic; it may also be
imagistic or kinetic. Furthe rmore, it was said to evolve as people read situations, revise their
goals, write and revise their texts. (Nystrand et al. 1993: 282)
Obüously, models such as the adaptive resonance theory of Grossberg offer
great potential for analysis of both the interplay between language and
imagistic or kinetic modalities and the ongoing revisional strategies. One of
the advantages of the network models over earlier one-concept-one-mode
models, especially those that proposed the dominance of either top-down or
bottom-up processing, is that they allow for dynamic interactivity in which
there is both bottom-up and topdown processing, often, as in the Grossberg
model, between specialized processing units that form sublayers of a hierarchy.
Further, the work on writing heuristics originated by Flower and Hayes
(1979, 1981) 
-and developed by Flower (1989, 1993, f994) as cognitiverhetoric- evolved out of AI (artificial intelligence) models that were precur-
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sors of connectionist architectures. Such models, however, used classical
serial symbolic architectures (although in fairness it must be pointed our that
the Flower and Hayes studies identified a parallel processing potential that
prefigured PDP models). In support of the new networks, Elman (1990)
suggested that distributed representations allow far greater flexibility than
models where "there is strict mapping between concept and individual nodes"
(p. 377). Even more important for teaching pedagogy, networks have the
capacity to be sensitive to context, "the mechanism underlying the ability to
abstract and generalize" (p. 377). Elman also suggested that connectionism
offers a unique new way to approach cognition because, whereas in classical
models words and similar representational eleménts act as building blocks
from which structures are built even though the blocks themselves remain
unaltered by the construction process, in neural networks "there is no sepa-
rate stage of lexical retrieval. . . no representations of words in isolation. . .
words are not building blocks as much as they are cues that guide the network
through different grammatical states. . . " (p. 378). It follows, then, that in a
multilayered architecture, such a dynamic could occur on any linguistic level
-from the subsymbolic to the allophonemic to the semantic,/semiotic-with input from other modalities contributing to both lexical decisions and
adaptive modifications. Thus, connectionism, because of its parallel rather
than serial nature and its shift into subsymbolic dimensions, represents "a
Copernican revolution" (Clark and Lu¿ 1992:9-10).
A shift away from pure rule generation to a greater emphasis on process
-"¡|¡¿ means by which good writingis produced' (p. xiii)- is observable as earlyas the Guth (1969) text. While some chapters of the grammar/mechanics
handbook are designed for possible class use, this section (39% of text) is
primarily intended as a reference source. Guth designed the text to focus on
the "\A/hole Theme"- specifically introducing process, thesis and support,
classification, and comparison and contrast, while incorporating outlining,
introductions, and conclusions. It also addresses writing about literature and
draws on a "greater diversity of concerns . . . from a wider range of both
professional and student writing" (p. xiii). lndividual chapters include obser-
vation and description, personal experience, opinion, definition, logic, per-
suasion, and tone and style. Specific sections on expository product cover the
research paper, writing about literature, summaries, letters, and essay exami-
nations. Guth also strived for a "cumulative progrum" (p.xi) 
-proüding "lessexhortation, more demonstration" (p. xiii)- that presented major principles
in logical sequence; a presentation far more compatible with the expectations
of a processor that seeks for regularities and measures of central tendency.
Exercises include generating topic lists, formul^ating key questions, inumtorying
subject materials (all promoting more cognitive production/hemispheric
interplay than the exercises in the earlier text), evaluating and analyzing
sample texts and examples, and writing assignments. These exercises proüde
input and practice for various levels of processing layers 
-word, sentence,paragraph, and whole theme- and requests for ranking effectiveness do ask
the students to supply reasons. While there is no doubt that during language
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acquisition skills are aggregated through these developing levels, it is ques-
tionable whether the adult thinker 
-capable of item chunking- wouldbenefit from practice in the separate levels unless some actual learning
deficiency exists on one of them. All levels need attention, but in a hierarchi-
cal system they do not exist autonomously. Although the text proüdes possi-
ble topic themes for each section, it does ask for some class discussion and/ or
consensus so incorporating a collaborative dimension for cognitive bridging
and negotiation of meaning. Ironically, despite the intention of demonstrat-
ing, there is not one instance of a sample text reüsion.
A decade later, the Brooks and Warren (1979) text significantly omits the
handbook altogether devoting 9Va of content to beginning to write; 46Vo to
forms of discourse and the methods of their exposition (modes of invention) ;
23% to special problems of discourse such as diction, sentence, paragraph
structure, metaphor, and toner/style; and 22Vo to research and critical writing
on literary text. Thus, formalistic rules are deemphasized in favor of basic
patterns/protot)?es for text selection and organization on a variety of pro-
cessing levels. Being conünced "that good writing is a natural expression of
necessary modes of thought and not at all a matter of rules or tricks," the
authors' stated purpose is to make students aware of their own individual
cognition: "the student learns to write by coming to a deeper realization of
the workings of his own mind and feelings, and of the way in which those
workings are related to language" (p.vii).Thus, assignment topics are left to
the discretion of the student or instructor (although few heuristics are pro-
vided for invention). Rather than lists of exercises, each presentation of
principles is followed by an application of the elements taught, so involüng
brain areas needed for the skills rather than those implicated in visually and
orally processing the instructions. The tasks are varied 
-rearrangement ofsentences in logical order, a log for observations of logical fallacies, editing ofjargon- and often imaginative 
-for example, using aCloze technique to fillin emotional appeal in a Faulkner passage. The latter obüously proüdes a
creative dimension to an otherwise minimal task. Nevertheless, most tasks are
primarily individual, thus failing to address the communal aspect of dis-
course.
When analyzed from the üew of cognitive processing, the concepts of
social constructionism and membership in discourse communities, while
indicative of a major sociological shift, contain some of the same processing
implications as did formalism. As formalist pedagogy focused on the building
of acceptable templates whose correct regurgitation was easily quantifiable, so
must the discourse community teach its members to recognize and assimilate
the "discursive practices [of the community that] constrain the ways [writers]
structure meaning" (Nystrand et al.:289). The major difference lies in
whether the cognitive processor is regurgitating protoqpes or using predic-
tive (imaginative) powers to make felicitous choices from multiple possibili
ties; in other words, between prescription and convention.
Gardner (1972) analyzed the key characteristics of structuralism (both
constructiüst and social constructivist) as follows:
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1. a strategic aspect concerning the identification of universal patterns in the
flux of everyday experience,
2. a formal aspect irrvolüng the derivation of rules and general laws inform-
ing human behavior and institutions, and
3. an organismic aspect concerned with identi!,ing the dynamics of whole
organisms, behaüors, and institutions especially as such transformations
affect the parts.
(Summarized in Nystrand et al. 1993:292-293)
Within a connectionist framework, the identification of universal patterns is
a property of pattern recognition,/completion in an organism that looks for
measures of central tendency, and the rules and laws are regularities both
within the organism's environment and its reaction to that enüronment, all
occurring through dynamic cognitive processes 
-some 
of which are neces-
sarily predictive- designed to assist adaptation to a continual flux. Histori-
cally, a variery of underlying cognitive pattern structures have been suggested,
including "frames" (Minsky 1975) and "scripts" (Schank 1976). Rumelhart
(1975) also subscribed early to "schemata," and similar "knowledge struc-
tures... assumed to be the basis of comprehension;" but has subsequently
pointed out that they can only illustrate human cognition fully when pre-
sented in mutual interaction that "capture[s] the generative capacity of
human understanding in novel situations" (Rumelhart et al., 1986a:9).
Awareness of schemata informs the D'Angelo (1984) text, which also
specifically reüves with even greater emphasis the classical rhetorical tradi-
tion, much of which is iself pattern oriented. Thus, after devoting approxi-
mately llVo of text to the process of invention and the use of paradigms for
arrangement, the author applied such principles in a consistrnt pattc¡n to each
of the classical rhetorical modes. About 22% of the text covers the patterns of
thought-addressing purpose, audience, discourse type, invention, and para-
digm within each section; LlVo covers persuasion and inherent logical consid-
erations; and23% analyzes paragraph development, sentence- and word-level
stylistic choices, and (briefly) reüsing and editing. Unlike Brooks and Warren
(1979), D'Angelo has addended a handbook for reference (17%). The re-
mainder of the text addresses the research paper. The social aspect of the
discourse community is addressed more than in earlier texts as more exercises
are designed for classroom discussion. The text does provide suggestions for
writing assignment topics 
-in a matrix, however, that emphasizes inventionas a goal- and exercise sections include topic ideas for practicing skills on
primary processing levels 
-word, phrase, sentence, paragraph, and essay.Both the paradigms used for invention and arrangement, and the levels of
analysis used for imitation and modeling are pattern-based. Nevertheless,
despite the consistency of organization within each chapter, interpreted from
an ideal of aggregation or chunking, the exercise sections introduce skills in
an insular (independent) and somewhat random manner, and, because
different topics are suggested for each skill, the exercise sets are not cumulat-
ive.
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As outlined above, the basis of connectionist models is the use of pattern-
based and pattern-oriented processing 
-dynamic cognitive processes, someof which are necessarily predictive- designed to make sense of the percept-
ual flux of human experience. Avital part of survival within this flux is analysis
and identification of other organic entities in terms of their patterns of
behavior and amendments to these patterns (transformations) . For connec-
tionists, rules are interpreted as regularities 
-thus being more dynamic andhaüng the potential for amendment- and general laws are accepted regu-
larities sanctioned and perpetuated as conventions by the related community.
Such regularities are necessarily recognized, constructed, reinterpreted, and
amended in terms of patterns 
-both micro- and macrocognitive, and inter-nally and externally constrained- and are reflective of the pattern propensity
of the human species. Such an interpretation implies less differentiation
between the strategic, formal, and organismic aspects because the underlying
dynamics are functions of interrelated hierarchies of pattern processing
governing the human organism's need to seltorganize in a perpetually
changing enüronment. Such a framework necessarily subscribes to the post-
modernist view that meaning is constructed in response [o situational needs.
Indeed, connectionist concepts of dynamic internal process(es) by which the
highly unique organism engages in continual adaptation to the external are
in no way antithetical to th'e "dynamic, temporal process of negotiation," t!l,e
"intersubjectiue... interaction berween users," tl:.e "semiotically mediate[d] interac-
tions, " the "dialectical constitutive relationship," and the focus on "situated
discourse" that are presented as important themes in dialogism (Nystrand et al.
1993: 300-301). Further, developing comprehension of the nature of human
neuronal interaction highlights ever more drastically the total uniqueness of
each human brain (Posner and Raichle 1994). In the light of such singularity,
any communicative language medium must be both examined and fostered
in the cultural and social milieu to which it is a mediator.
More focus on discourse in the communiry, social awareness, increased
cognitive development, and an ongoing tendency for consistent patterns of
chapter organization all accompany the next primary shift away from the
rhetorical modes as an organizational focus. One alternative is the Voss and
Keene (1992) text, which üews writing as "characterized by the writer's
primary purpose" (p. üii). These authors wished to combine the product-ori-
ented and process-oriented approaches and, while admitting that the "tradi-
tional 'modes' have value as recognizabl¿ structures for patteruting thought or
developing lines of writing, [they did] not endorse them as models for whole
written discourse" ( [emphasis added] p. vii). Reasons, purposes, and getting
started comprise the first 79Vo of text, followed by subjecs for writing 
-peo-ple, places, things, facts, and ideas (18%)i pattems 
-n¿¡¡¿¡i6¡¡, description,definition, comparison, analysis, and argumentation 126%); special applica-
tions 
-critical literary essays, essay tests, research papers, reports, proposals,letters and oral presentations (24Vo); and a handbook (72Vo). The text
stresses the physical (motor) involvement in the writing process and gives
activities for getting to know the writing community, so addressing both
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intermodularity and social interaction. To facilitate processing and connec-
tion, actiüties are arranged in parallel fashion throughout the chapters,
including highly connective bridges between readings and issues. Analytic
probes examine a wide variety of elements 
-diction, gender bias, imagery,style, tone, audience, organization and so forth. Topic suggestions are pro-
üded. Technical aspects such as stasis theory and Toulmin's argument
scheme, that might seem daunting if presented in a formal deductive manner,
are gently "slipped in" inductively. Such a method might hope that the ideas
become linked incidentally (by simultaneous presentation) to accompanying
materials.
The Axelrod and Cooper (1994, 1997) texts focus even more specifically
on the writing situation. Primary writing activities (55Vo) are organized
around genres of increasing rhetorical difficulty. (Interestingly, the genres
themselves are defined in terms of specific conventions that attest to the
pattern,/paradigm focus of cognitive processes) . "Toolbox" sections outline
skills such as critical thinking 
-invention and reading (57o), writing strate-gies- cues and modes (llVo), and research strategies 
-investigation andmethods of citation (8%). The text also proüdes an assessment section
-examinations and portfolios 
(lB%), as well as a handbook (3%). Thus, the
writing actiüties constitute an identifiable body of writing practice for which
the other "tools" can be used. The entire writing process as a conscious
recursive dynamic is stressed as students work through invention, planning,
drafting, reevaluation, and reüsing, following heuristics for each actiüty often
in collaboration with teacher or peers. Content continues the classical rhe-
torical tradition, but real-world scenarios, general topic areas, and heuristic
guidelines are explicity designed to help students elicit their own situations
and topics (rather than proüding them with a list of specific topics). The
authors wished not only that students examine their own thought processes,
but that they "learn to use writing to think critically and communicate
effectively with others" (p. iii). Thus, group inquiry is assigned for both
reading analysis and the writing process, and critical self-assessment follows
completion of each assignment. To facilitate processing/understanding, each
genre chapter also follows a parallel plan 
-scenarios, 
group actiüty, readings,
rhetorical situation, process, reüsion guidelines and sample, and metacogni-
tive self-reflection. In its effort to provide a wide variety of prompts for
invention, however, the text leans toward a verbosity that üsual learners may
find frustrating. While the later edition is much improved üsually, the text
might still profit from more paradigmatic presentation of prompts and major
principles. Also, students produce autonomous genres 
-the argumentativepapers take a position, propose a solution, evaluate a subject, speculate about
causes, and interpret stories (for those whose curricula include literature).
More important, the tasks are not cognitively linked by such deüces as the
bridging activities provided by Voss and Keene ( 1992), thus giving less atten-
tion to the connective properties of learning dynamics.
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DrscussloN
The question remains, therefore, as to whether the developing pedagogical
focus in writing texts maximizes what is beginning to be understood about the
human cognitive process. The above outline suggests clear shifts in pedagogi-
cal emphasis from a highly rule-based production of error-free, appropriately
organized text to the cognitive and pragmatic process of writing, initially with
a primary focus on the indiüdual, then with a growing concern for the writer
as part of a communiry. Gradually, organization of content has become
clearer and more consistent, and idea presentation has become more concise.
Such presentation subscribes to the pattern-based nature of the human
processor; especially, when rhetorical and mechanical skills are connective,
build upon each other, and are elicited in ways that require students to
formulate their own metacognitive patterns. Notwithstanding, as discussed
below, the medium of information presentation 
-mostly in the form ofexpository text- may not maximize the parallel processing of multiple mod-
alities of which the processor is capable.
Connectionist assumptions suggest several implications for the teaching
of writing and the tools used therein. Primary considerations are the human
processor as a pattern completer and pattern extrapolator who seeks similari-
ties and measures of central tendency, the hierarchical nature of the process-
ing system, and the assumed potential for interactiüty between processing
modules. An overall implication is that proüding heuristics to facilitate cog-
nitive processing will not produce a felicitous "best fit" if insufficient pattern
connections exist between which the parallel processofmay choose. There-
fore, the question of what, when, and how much is far from answered,
particularly as an understanding of how language is actually processed in the
brain is still in its infancy. Nevertheless, these precepts intuitively suggest
some potential benefits and drawbacks of current practices.
Because of the role of pattern extrapolation and completion in cosnitive
processing, the classical modes of invention should not be undervalued.
(Indeed, much of the rhetorical practice that emerged from the observations
and experience of the ancient oral tradition is highly compatible with connec-
tionist precepts [Angelica 1997]). These traditional guidelines that enable
students to formulate their own metacognitive patterns should be encour-
aged 
-but not codified. Also of obüous cognitive value as retrieval cues areanalytical probes for eliciting student understanding or existing knowledge of
a subject 
-they constitute the initial breath of wind that sets the strings of theAeolian harp in motion. Subsequently, the existing experiential knowledge of
each indiüdual can be modified or "adapted" in response to group or class
discussion in which meaning is "negotiated" with others in the writing com-
munity. Such interaction can bridge the experiential differences unique to
each indiüdual. Ideally, such probes should address a metacognitive level
above simple memory and recall. Thus, at minimum, they should develop
what Rumelhart et al. refer to as'content addressabiliry'-the skill of retriev-
ing complex patterns from even a minimal cue.
Student comprehension of the purpose and logic of a text is probably
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greatly facilitated by consistent organization/presentation. Also an aid to
processing are clear patterns such as checklists, models, and paradigms that
proüde readily encodable templates, and schematics for explication of text.
Such patterns can also be üewed as "containers" to be filled so offering a
variety of heuristic (Coe 1987). They should not, however, become ideal
forms that place limits on creativity. Deconstruction and reconstruction of
text to exhibit the structural parts, while initially not leading to original
creatiüty, can contribute to the building of a repertoire of connective patterns
from which the experienced writer can choose. (Analogously, a chess master's
ability to select a best strategy from among hundreds of potential moves may
involve some genetic predetermination, but this potential does not activate
until the possible moves have been learned.) Similarly, on a syntactic level,
pattern formation techniques such as sentence combination in which correct
syntactic patterns are practiced may have value, although for such patterns to
become habit may require more repetition than is realistic for the typical
college writing classroom. The benefit of exercises proüding a maximal cue
to produce only minimal pattern completion, however, is unlikely.
The pattern extrapolation tendency of the language processor also ex-
plains why conventions such as topic sentences at the beginning of technical
paragraphs/sections, consistent subject focus, or parallel rhetorical and or-
ganizational presentation are helpful to readers of English. (As illustrated by
Bander t1978], logical and rhetorical thought patterns characterize all lan-
guages.) Making writers aware of such conventions strengthens both analyti-
cal and communicative skills. Nevertheless, such attention to reinforcing
patterns and pattern awareness may seem to some reminiscent of formalism.
However, it should not be construed with such rigidity 
-such conventions areguidelines to successful communication according to situation, audience and
purpose, not formulaic laws for production. To illustrate, Axelrod and Coo.
per (1994, 1997), whose cognitive emphasis has been demonstrated above,
categorize theses statements, topic sentences, paragraph structure, and cohe-
sive deüces such as transitions under the rubric of "Cueing the Reader,"
which purpose these deüces indeed serve in linear English logic.
By the same token, pattern storage by connective weight is a double-
edged sword. The rehearsal/repetition of patterns leads to more heavily
weighted connections and a greater likelihood that those patterns be chosen
as "best fit". Unlarvful regularities or "errors", then, rather than signaling a
deviation from ideal competence, are stored patterns that are unacceptable
to the writing community. Allowing such "unlawful" regularities to be per-
petuated may simply strengthen the connections that produce them. As a
result, the basic pedagogical task becomes to strengthen appropriate tem-
plates and modi$ inappropriate ones, while the creative responsibility re-
mains to proüde sufficient choices from which the expert system may choose.
Accordingly, novice writers should not sacrifice the creative process in order
to stop and correct every error at the expense of creative strategies, for
different brain areas are employed for differing levels of attention, tasks, and
experiential memory banks. That the writer realize unfortunate choices at
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some point means that the appropriate connections have been satisfactorily
weighted but that, during the creative process, different neuronal clusters are
in a state of excitation. (A series of PET scan studies by Posner and Raichle
(1994) have already definitely identified separate anterior and posterior
attentional systems, each involüng several brain areas and specialized func-
tions.) Nevertheless, any pedagogical üew that stresses creativity to the point
of simply haüng students write "a lot" with no attention to accepted conven-
tions may well be strengthening connection weighs for pattern regularities
that academic discourse communities may find inappropriate.
Connectionist architectures are not only hierarchical but highly connect-
ive, and therefore may be well served by cumulative programs such as the
bridging actiüties presented by Voss and Keene (1992). In such programs,
new ideas are introduced in relationship to material already covered, so
maximizing similarity matching capabilities. Approaches that work progres-
sively from elementary to more complex tasks (as inJones 1941, Axelrod and
Cooper 1994) do address both the aggregational and the hierarchical aspect;
however, autonomy or insularity of assignment presentation may fail to maxi-
mize connective potential. For example, in curricula based on modes of
invention, students produce(d) autonomous essays of description, exemplifi-
cation, analysis, classification, comparison,/contrast, causal analysis, argu-
ment and so forth (few of which modes occur autonomously anywhere except
in essay exams). However, such patterns can be presented in a related way:
analysis may produce elements that can be classified according to similar
characteristics, or they can be diüded according to similarities and differ-
ences; analysis of causes can often lead to a suggested solution which can be
argued; examples and descriptions help the reader during any exposition.
Admittedly, such relationships do not hold true in all situations; nevertheless,
pointing them out or asking students to find them can facilitate comprehen-
sion of how the patterns work and relate to each other.
One final connectionist issue 
-connections between different process-ing modularities- also raises pedagogical concerns. As already mentioned,
the later texts (Voss and Keene 1992, Axelrod and Cooper 1994) pay particu-
lar attention to the link between the physical (motor) involvement in the
writing process; and most of the texts surveyed promote discussion, so intro-
ducing an oral/aural component that increases intermodularity. Also, ideas
are presented in manageable chunks of text (particularly, D'Angelo 1984,
Voss and Keene 1992, Axelrod and Cooper 1994) giüng some consideration
to the maximal attention span which is estimated in the learning literature as
somewhere between 12 and 15 minutes (Johnson,Johnson and Smith l99l).
Nevertheless, the preferred method of content delivery is still prose text with
little exploration of üsual aids (trees, matrices, ppamids, and similar analytic
schematics much used in tutorials and workshops) or imaginative prompts
such as illustrations, cartoons, and color plates. Admittedly, current print
technology allows better use of üsual cues such as color, special type face,
bulleted block indent, shaded boxing, and so forth to break up text blocks.
Also, some sporadic attempts at graphics have been made. Jones (1941)
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-belieüng that "one seeing is worth a hundred tellings" (p. u)- did experi-ment with both graphic devices and imaginative typeface variations: rhe
result, however, is not felicitous. The Brooks and Warren (1979) text does
occasionally include schematics to illustrate certain modes, text logic, and
argument structure. Voss and Keene (1992) have reproduced graphics that
accompany reading samples but themselves only use symbols (keys, check-
marks, magnifring glass) as dingbats to signal particular sections. They have
also prefaced each chapterwith a full color plate: none, however, is connected
to text. Not only can üsual variation prevent terminal glaze, but educators
know that learning styles differ. Yet 
-whether because of tradition, a predi-lection for verbal processing, production costs, or the pressures of publish or
perish- prose is the predominant tool in composition texts. The connection-
ist might well ask why, if student learning styles differ and human experience
and language processing is multimodal, writing textbooks are limited primar-
ily to the modality of the discipline and not to the parallel capabilities of the
learner.
In sum, connectionism is a highly interdisciplinary paradigm which
explains phenomena already noted in cognitive psychology in terms of con-
nection strengths within and between both local and distributed neural
networks. Because of its extendability to neurological reality, the connection-
ist paradigm promises to deliver far more critical insighs into human cogni-
tive processing than have been proüded by earlier models in either psychol-
ogy or linguistics. Its technology makes possible both the testing of hypotheses
about brain functions and the replication of observed dynamics. While notyet
providing a complete theory of language production, the paradigm suggests
certain assumptions about the language processor that hold implications for
the teaching of writing. Most important is that future pedagogy must recog-
nize the learner as a pattern not a symbol processor, and consciously design
teaching materials and methods that maximize these pattern-processing abili-
ties. Further, while the progressively complex layers of the hierarchical cogni-
tive system do contain localized as well as distributive functional units, current
investigation suggests that the individual psyche is capable of a far more
massively parallel dynamism than implied in earlier learning models. Conse-
quently, while responding in real time to the shifting demands of external
discourse communities in a complex social setting, the language user is also
both motivated and constrained in discourse and strategy selection by a far
more highly complex and uniquely indiüdual internal cognitive architecture
than preüously imagined.
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